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To all our Engineer Soldiers and families!!!
The Army Engineer Association would just
like to take a moment to thank all of you for
your hard work and dedication!
On that note, you guys asked for full-zip
jackets and they are here! We have red and
gray Champion windbreakers, Champion
Polos and Engineer sweatpants in stock now!
Visit our online store and order one or come
on into the store and grab yours today!
We also wanted to let everyone know if
there is anything else you would like to see
in the AEA Regimental Store, please do not
hesitate to ask us.
We are here to support you and your families
as you support us and our country.
Www.armyengineer.com/store

Miss Victoria Khan, Assistant
AEA Regimental Store
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Linda S. Mitchell

Editor, Army Engineer Magazine
Welcome to the History and Traditions issue
of the Army Engineer Magazine. The Army
is full of example of formidable Soldiers and
influential units that have left their mark
on the nation. In this issue we honor the
intersection of the importance of the past
on the strong and fearless Soldiers of the
present. We are very fortunate that we have
some of these stories and pictures shared
from some of these units and Soldiers. “We
are not makers of history. We are made by
history” --- Martin Luther King, Jr. Essayons!
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Cover Photo
Paratroopers of Alpha Company, 307th Airborne Engineer Battalion (AEB) compete in the 2021 Waal River crossing battalion
competition. The annual competition seeks to honor our unit’s past successes and sacrifices while building a team that is comprised
of competent, confident, physically fit Paratroopers. Photo by Public Affairs, 3rd Brigade Combat Team, 82nd Airborne Division.

Photo
Candidates conducting the Sapper Physical Fitness Test (SPFT) (2LT James Tweedie)
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MG Bryan G. Watson, USA, Retired
President, AEA

Re-Shaping AEA to Meet Your Needs
When I took over as President of your Army Engineer Association, I committed to
two things: 1) reconnecting with those we serve and 2) driving change so we better
meet your needs. We conducted a series of virtual Town Halls and talked with Army
Engineers across all Components, in tactical units and in USACE, with Commanders
and CSMs, with junior leaders, and with our Industry partners.
My thanks to all who participated and gave us candid feedback. We listened and
these are the key points you made:
Awards: You see value in AEA’s efforts to assist Commanders reward excellence at
the individual and units level within our ranks. But, you want the process streamlined with an improved website interface to
make award submission easier at the unit level.
Professional Dialog Form: Junior leaders want forums that promote a professional exchange of ideas among units, between
components, and with industry on a range of current Army Engineer topics using live-virtual technologies that make learning
from one another portable.
Magazine in Hardcopy: All of you said you see tremendous value in Army Engineer Magazine as a professional journal.
However, you want AEA to restore quarterly publication in hard copy with distribution to Battalion/Brigade sized units as well
as current members.
Post-Service Employment Opportunities: Junior and mid-career leaders (Officers and NCO’s) are want AEA to help them
connect with industry to better understand post-military service employment opportunities within engineer-related businesses.
Local Chapters: Everyone wants to get local Chapters restarted at their installation; you see tremendous value in venues
that connect us in person and promote the sense Army Engineer Family. You’ve also told us that AEA needs to do more to
help units get Chapters started at our installation and armories.
We listened! And the Board of Directors and I are taking a look at specific initiatives in direct response to your feedback. We
are committed to improving how AEA serves this Regiment of Army Engineers!
A First Step: Introducing the Engineer Rally Point
Coming in June 2022, AEA will begin hosting a monthly live-virtual professional development forum via Zoom…think “TED
Talks for Army Engineer” except more interactive because its live! The intent is to have a discussion by the Regiment for the
Regiment focused on interest of junior and mid-career leaders. Topics will range from current tactical unit challenges, USACE
projects of interest, emerging technologies…things you want to talk about. The focus will be twofold: 1) latest best practices
by small unit leaders in meeting current warfighting challenges and 2) broadening leader perspectives on opportunities
across the Army Engineer Profession.
AEA will advertise the Engineer Rally Point topics and session dates/times in advance and you can register on the AEA
website at armyengineer.com. You can also recommend specific topics of interest…this is your forum! We will record the
discussion and create a library for viewing later at your convenience. This is not a members-only service. It is open to all
Army Engineers. To get us started, here are the first sessions topics and dates/times.
23 June – Wet Gap Crossing: Crossing Area TTP: What Engineer Leaders Should Know
21 July - Top 3 Most Interesting USACE Projects
25 August - Terrain Shaping at the CTC: A View From The Engineer Company
22 September - Post-Service Employment - What Engineering Firms Are Looking For
Essayons,

MG Bryan G. Watson, USA, Retired
President, AEA

Army Engineer Association

AEA

The objective to unite
all members of the Engineer
Regiment, military and civilian,
into a non-profit organization
was achieved through
collaboration between MG
(Ret) Daniel Schroeder,
LTG (Ret) John Morris,
and LTG (Ret) Frederick
Clarke as they combined
the resources of the Engineer Regimental Association (ERA) and the
Corps of Engineers Historical Foundation (CEHF) to create the Army
Engineer Association (AEA) in the early 1990s. 			
The National Capital Region would host this new organization paired with
a Regimental Operations Office in Fort Leonard Wood, MO. AEA’ s headquarters
still remains at the location at the Humphrey Engineer Center at Fort Belvoir,
VA. This location, as promised, connected the organization with USACE
headquarters, a myriad of the military and technology companies in the region,
and support from a large active retired Army Engineer community in the area.
Volunteers like, MG (Ret) Carroll Letellier and COL (Ret) Claude Roberts led the
advisory groups that would eventually be established as the Management and
Finance Committees that still successfully guides AEA today. These working
group and others are the liaisons to industry and cultivated relationships that
grew our Supporting Firm Members rosters and ever so important sponsorships.
In the Summer of 1992, AEA Board of Directors was created, AEA’s first
President was MG (Ret) Charles J. “Chuck” Fiala and COL (Ret) John Morgan
was AEA’s first Executive Director (former President of the ERA) and later LTC
(Ret) Rich Comiso served as Operations Assistant. In Fort Leonard Wood, CSM
(Ret) Steven J. Rogge was responsible for overseeing Regimental Operations as
the Business Manager. Volunteers were crucial at Fort Leonard Wood as well.
Early days volunteers include Mrs. Mary Martin, Mrs. Tessie Ballard, and Mrs.
Barb Morgan. Similarly, Mrs. Kathy Moakler, a military spouse stepped up to
help operate the Regimental Store that was later run by CSM (Ret) Smith Cade.
Around 1998, AEA saw significant changes. MG Clair Gill became AEA
President, COL (Ret) Jack O’Neil became Executive Director of AEA with Ms.
Karen Maude as Financial Manager. In Fort Leonard Wood, CSM (Ret) Julius
Nutter became Director Regimental Operations and CSM (Ret) Glenn Stines
Manager of AEA Regimental Store who both served for decades with COL (Ret)
O’Neil. The first Program Assistant 1SG (Ret) Kent Port was followed by 1SG (Ret)
Joseph Vigil, 1SG (Ret) Lon Davis, and most recently 1SG (Ret) James Jones.
In the 2010s AEA saw an expansion of membership programs as
they tried to address the concerns related to multiple troop deployments
following September 11th attacks and an explosion in technology.
Mrs. Dina Youtz followed by Mrs. L. Kirstina Colvin guided AEA into a
more technical environment as Information and Financial Managers.
AEA has always been proud to contribute to the enrichment of the Soldier and
their families’ lives. Our programs have expanded as part of the strategy to grow
AEA, unite the organization’s members, and support the Engineer Regiment as
only we can. The Guardians of the Castle Fund Drive is the backbone to ALL
AEA programs. Interaction with troops through “Lessons Learned” conferences,
“ENFORCE” (legacy name), Regimental Week, and the Annual Engineers Castle
Ball have been great ways for AEA to meet the needs of the Regiment. AEA’s
Awards and Recognition Programs highlights AEA’s desire to honor excellence
and sacrifice in the Regiment. The Army Combat Engineer Sergeants Award

(ACES) was one of the earliest
awards and the idea of AEA
Board Member COL (Ret) Leon
“Moose” Albin. In addition, through
the Memorial Wall Program, by
request of the U.S. Army, AEA
provides financial support to
enable the travel of families of
Fallen Sappers to be present
when their soldier’s name is
added to the Memorial Wall. Our AEA’s Educational Support Programs
and AEA Career Center reflect our commitment to assisting Soldiers in
their professional development and in their transition to civilian life by
finding the right career in our engineering community. Lastly, The Army
Engineer Magazine’s first editor COL (Ret) Mike Morgan aspired to impart
the experiences and challenges of the Soldier’s life through understanding
and the Soldiers perspective. Subsequent editors, Mrs. Beth O’Hara and
current editor Mrs. Linda Mitchell have endeavored to continue this vision.
The goal of AEA has remained the same to serve the Army Engineer
Profession, Soldier and Civilian, by helping Engineer Unit Commanders:
recognize excellence within our ranks, connect the Army Engineer
Profession with itself and our partners, honor the Service and
Sacrifice of Army Engineers, and preserve our shared history.
The impact of AEA has been clear. AEA has been a permanent
presence and coordinating entity in the Army Engineering Community
for over 30 years. We have worked tirelessly to bring our mission and
programs to fruition over the past thirty years. Linking our Supporting Firm
Members with right opportunities to support the Army Engineer Regiment
through sponsorship of the Regimental Awards and the Annual Castle Ball
to name a few has been beneficial for the entire Army Engineer community.
The future of AEA is bright as we are still expanding to meet our
potential as we stand on the shoulders of the monumental success all of
the previous AEA leaders. Recently, MG (Ret) Bryan Watson has become
the new AEA President following MG (Ret) Russ Fuhrman. His approach
could be summed up with his mantra which states, “Recognize Excellence
Within Our Ranks, Connect the Army Engineer Profession with Itself and
Our Partners, Honor the Service and Sacrifice of Army Engineers, and
Preserve Our Shared History.” Although the magnitude of recent events
has clashed with the delicate nature of non-profits, current AEA Executive
Director COL (Ret) Dave Theisen has been able to successfully establish
priorities and remain action oriented even while our avenues of funding
and outreach have been severely restricted due to COVID-19 realities. Mrs.
Linda Mitchell is the editor of the Army Engineer Magazine but also meets
the needs of the association as the Program Coordinator in Fort Belvoir.
CSM (Ret) John Rather, Director of Regimental Operations, continues to
navigate regimental policy to keep AEA engaged with USAES. 1SG (Ret)
Brian, Manager of Regiment Store brought the Regimental Store online
as a thriving success and along with his assistant Miss. Victoria Khan
they operate the store at Fort Leonard Wood in the Museum as well.
If anything sums up the essence of AEA it is to forge forward
always - we do not know what the future will bring but we are eternally
ready. Esssayons! -- By Mrs. Linda Mitchell

THE ENGINEER REGIMENT
In 1986, the entire Corps of Engineers joined the Army
Regimental System. Army Engineers have a proud and long history
in service to the nation. The Regiment will preserve that tradition.
From the beginning of our country, there has been
a need for military engineers. The Continental Congress
provided for one chief engineer and two assistants in 1775,
almost a year before the Declaration of Independence.
The Corps of Engineers was established four years later.
During the American Revolution, engineers were involved
in battle during the establishment or attack of fortifications.
In the decades that followed, the Army Corps of Engineers
remained primarily a collection of officers performing various
services to the country. These included survey, map making,
road and canal building, and other civil works. These efforts
helped greatly to open the American West to settlement.
As the Civil War began, the Corps of Engineers
was expanded by Congress. The Regular Army had an Engineer
Battalion composed of three companies and there were Regimentsized organizations in the volunteer and militia units formed by the states.
Between the Civil War and World War I, the Corps of Engineers remained
relatively small. Civil works projects were completed to include harbors,
rivers and roads. In 1916, Congress altered the size and composition of
the Army and again expanded the Corps to Regimental size. 		
During World War I, Army engineers in Europe handled everything from harbor
construction to combat duty in the trenches. Their experiences generally set the
pattern for service in the next world war. World War II caused significant changes
to the engineer structure. By the end of the war, there was one engineer
battalion in support of each division and several, some organized in groups,
in general support. This pattern has remained fairly constant until today.
Throughout its history, the idea of a “regiment” has never been
far from the Corps. In developing the branch oriented “regiments” of
today, the Army offered several options. Branches could establish one
regiment for the entire branch, functionally structured organizations,
or regional regiments. Most of the combat arms decided to establish
several regiments. The leadership of the Corps of Engineers,
believing that the principle traditions of the engineers were at
the Battalion and corps level, decided on a single regiment.
Today, every soldier who completes initial entry
training at The Engineer Center at Fort Leonard Wood,
MO, whether they be Private or Lieutenant, becomes a
member of the Regiment. Enlisted soldiers proudly pin
on the small round brass disk with castle on their uniform
and officers wear the twin brass castles with pride. In the
single engineer regiment are the customs, traditions, and
heritage of thousands of engineers who have gone before.
Their history is now the history of the Engineer Regiment.

MG (Ret) PAT STEVENS IV
1941 - 2022

MG (Ret) Pat M. Stevens IV was born on
December 5, 1941 in Riverside, California and
died January 10, 2022 at the Fairfax Retirement
Community at Fort Belvoir, VA. The son of COL Pat
M. Stevens III and Mrs. Grace Marshall Stevens,
he was born into a long line of Army officers,
a tradition he continued. Pat graduated from
West Point in 1963 and was commissioned into
the Army Corps of Engineers. He later received
a Masters in astrodynamics from UCLA in 1967.
MG (Ret) Steven’s assignments included tours in
Thailand, Australia, and the Sultanate of Oman.
He deployed for two combat tours in Vietnam
and served in Saudi Arabia during Desert Storm.
MG (Ret) Steven’s career included command of
the Corps of Engineers’ Vicksburg District, the
North Pacific Division, the Lower Mississippi
Valley Division and he served as President of
the Mississippi River Commission. He retired in
1996 as the Acting Chief of Engineers and Deputy
Commanding General. Following retirement
from the Army, MG (Ret) Steven’s served as
a Vice President of the Morrison- Knudsen
Corporation. Returning to his roots as an Army
Engineer, he was the Executive Director of the
Society of Military Engineers from 1998-2002.
He is survived by his wife of 46 years, Isabel
Clarke Stevens of Fairfax; his sister Nancy
Vaughan (Curry) of Palm Bay, Florida; his stepbrothers Harry and Charles Heim of Novato,
California; his daughter Nancy Stevens (Nathan
Harris) of Bayside, California; his son LTC
Patrick M. Stevens V (Patricia) of Albuquerque,
NM; and his grandsons, Patrick VI, Joseph,
and Christopher Stevens of Albuquerque, NM.

77 Anniversary of the
Waal River Crossing
th

Paratroopers of the 307th Airborne Engineer Battalion (AEB) join All American Airborne Legion volunteers and alumni of
the unit to perform a reenactment of the Waal River crossing while dressed in vintage World War II uniforms.

CPT Matthew K. Chizek, Company
Commander of Headquarters &
Headquarters Company (HHC),
307th AEB (left) poses with LTC
Kwame O. Boateng, Battalion
Commander of 307th AEB (right)
after claiming victory in the
annual battalion competition.

The All American Engineers of 307th Airborne Engineer Battalion (AEB), 3rd Brigade Combat Team, 82nd Airborne Division
commemorates the 77th anniversary of the famous Waal River Crossing of Operation Market Garden at Fort Bragg’s McKellar’s
Lake. The annual event begins with companies racing more than two miles by foot to McKellar's Lake, with each company
carrying their assigned Zodiac Boat. Upon arrival to McKellar’s Lake, reenactors mixed between the All American Airborne
Legion, 307th AEB alumni, and current Paratroopers of the battalion row across the lake in World War II-era uniforms and
replicas of the collapsible boats while a narrator reads a historical vignette of the river assault. Each company then selects a
group of their fiercest Paratroopers to load their own Zodiac Boat and row five trips back and forth across the lake by boat,
delivering a Paratrooper on the far side of the lake each time. Once all five members of each team reach the far side of the lake,
they then sprint around the lake back to the starting point. Every year, the winning company is bestowed with the honor of
claiming the coveted 307th AEB oar with their company’s title engraved into it.

Paratroopers of Headquarters & Headquarters Company (HHC),
307th Airborne Engineer Battalion (AEB) celebrate after claiming
victory in the 2021 Waal River crossing battalion competition. 1SG
Paul M. Morris, First Sergeant of HHC, 307th AEB proudly holds up
the iconic victory oar with smiles across the formation.

Paratroopers of Alpha Company, 307th AEB compete in the 2021 Waal
River crossing battalion competition. The annual competition seeks to
honor our unit’s past successes and sacrifices while building a team
that is comprised of competent, confident, physically fit Paratroopers.

2LT’s Payton Boylston and Karrin Larson lead
their team during Litter PT

By CPT Timothy S. Silengo & 1LT Thomas J. Duclos
Photos by 1LT Thomas J. Duclos

Candidates demonstrate confidence on the CWST.

SFC Battig acts as safety as student demonstrates
confidence at the rappel tower.

In the US Army, we strive to be experts in our
profession, and as Army Engineers we have the
opportunity to hone our leadership skills at the
Sapper Leader Course at Fort Leonard Wood,
MO. The Sapper Leader Course is a 28-day course
focused on leadership development and assessment
of combat engineer tasks. Graduates of this course
are desirable as they provide units with qualified
personnel to fill leadership roles. As aspiring Soldiers
plan for attendance, many leaders are faced with the
question of how to prepare them to succeed. Some
units do not have a set program while others have
programs they are seeking to improve. The costs of
attending the course can be extensive as it includes
personal preparation time, a financial cost to the
unit, and time lost at the unit while in attendance.
Considering this, the purpose of this article is to guide
units in establishing or improving programs that will
maximize Soldier participation and improve success
rates at the Sapper Leader Course by achieving chain
of command buy-in, executing realistic training, and
Candidates conducting the Sapper Physical Fitness
Test (SPFT) .

incorporating motivated leadership and Soldiers.

Candidates practice construction of a poncho raft. 2LT Ellee Nalls
and 1LT Dan Geerdes conduct Poncho Raft construction test.

Proper planning is the first step of any successful training. A well-planned
training event that nests within the annual training guidance and in
coordination with other training events is something command teams can
easily buy into and will ensure maximum participation. So what is it that we
are planning? Labeling the training a Sapper Leader Course Assessment,
as opposed to a train-up program, is a good way to answer this question,
as an assessment identifies qualified candidates most likely to succeed. The
proposed assessment is a week-long event that consolidates training on
the highlighted tactical tasks that are executed at the course and allows
the units to evaluate each individual’s readiness before signing off on their
packet to attend. These assessments can be incorporated into training on
a quarterly basis with minimal impact to the training calendar and allow
attendees to focus on the training free from other tasks. Approaching the
train-up as a consolidated training assessment has benefits, but it does
require individuals to conduct self development in preparation. An eight
week-long physical training program should be conducted leading up to
assessments to ensure candidates are physically prepared. Together, the
individual and unit efforts can combine to produce a qualified candidate.

Candidates participate in an instructor-led block of instruction on demolition
systems. 1LT Joel Wilson answers student questions regarding MDI.

Candidates participate in an instructor-led block of instruction on
demolition calculations (SFC Louie Smith)

Now that there is an event on the training calendar, what
does this assessment look like? As we try to emulate
combat situations as closely as possible, realistic training
is the goal for all training events, and these assessments
are no exception. A program of instruction that closely
follows the skills that will be evaluated at the Sapper Leader
Course is critical to building confidence in both candidates
and leadership. A typical day in the week-long assessment
consists of Sapper-specific physical training in the
morning, blocks of instruction covering the tactical tasks
throughout the day, and after breaking for dinner, a block
of instruction that focuses on patrolling. Emphasis should
be placed on the importance of patrolling as this portion
of instruction can be a roadblock to graduation for many
who attend the course. A list of the specific sapper tactical
tasks evaluated at the course and a physical training plan
example is available on the Sapper Leader Course website.
Adhering to a program of realistic training helps ensure
only qualified candidates are approved for attendance.
Lastly, maximum participation from motivated candidates
and leaders can make or break a training program.
Participation can be driven by the quality of the training,
public recognition by means of awards such as coins, and a
Sapper Leader Course candidates conduct the Combat Water
Survival Test (CWST)

CPT Timothy S. Silengo is a graduate of Sapper Leader Course and is currently stationed at Fort Leonard Wood, MO with the
554th EN BN and is currently studying at the Missouri University of Science and Technology.
1LT Thomas Duclos is a graduate of Sapper Leader Course and Ranger School and is currently stationed at Joint Base LewisMcChord, WA as an Executive Officer in 1st SFG (A).

Candidates are evaluated on a 6 mile run during the assessment.

Proper Wear of the de Fleury Medal
Contributed by CSM Julius B. Nutter, USA, Retired, Former Dir., Regimental Operations, AEA

Specific guidance for the wear of the de Fleury Medal with the Army uniform is governed by Army Regulation 670-1,
dated 10 April 2015, Wear and Appearance of Army Uniforms and Insignia.
The de Fleury Medal may be worn at any official Army, Service, or Department of Defense formal event or occasion that will
not detract from the dignity of the award, or other specificevent or occasion approved by the United States Army Engineer
School Commandant.
The Soldier Policy Branch (responsible for AR 670-1) of the Office of the Deputy Chief of Staff for Personnel, 703.697.6912, states that
this is the only guidance to be forthcoming regarding the de Fleury Medal wear. They have determined that medals such as the de
Fleury, St Joan, and St. Barbara are considered to be a badge.
AR 670-1 defines a badge as an award to an individual for identification purposes or forattaining a special skill or
proficiency.
The proper wear of the de Fleury Medal is described as indicated below:
o
o

o
o

Army Blue Mess or Army White Mess Uniform: The Medal will be worn with the ribbonaround the
neck, outside the shirt collar and inside the coat collar. The Medal should hang at the full length of the
ribbon.
Army Service Uniform and White Mess Uniform: The Medal will be worn with the ribbonaround the neck,
outside the shirt collar and inside the coat collar. The Medal will hang over the four-in-hand necktie near
the collar and above the top button of the coat or just under the bow tie or neck tab near the collar and
above the top button of the coat. Proper positioning may necessitate pinning the ribbon together
approximately three inches from the ribbon ends.
Civilian Attire: Men will wear the Medal around their neck with the ribbon over the shirtcollar and inside
the coat collar. Whether it is worn with a bow tie or necktie, the medalshould hang at the full length of
the ribbon. When the necktie is worn, the medal will hang over the tie.
Women should wear the Medal around their neck, outside the shirt collar and inside thecoat collar with
the medal hanging the full length of the ribbon.

The meda l i s w o r n a r o u n d t he nec k w i t h t he hel me t e d s o l d i e r f a c i n g ou t a n d inv i e w .
PROPER WEAR

The Ribbon is on the
outside of the shirt collar,
but inside the jacket
collar. The Medal is on the
inside of the jacket, just
above the top button
with the helmeted soldier
facing out in view.

MOST COMMON MISTAKES IN WEARING THE de FLEURY MEDAL

The Medal is NOT to
hang outside of the
jacket.

The Ribbon is NOT to
be worn on the inside
of the shirtcollar.

The Ribbon is NOT to be
worn on the outside of the
jacket collar.

Reprint from January 2016

Contributed by
CSM Brad Houston, USA, Retired
The 13th USACE Command Sergeant Major and former USAES Command Sergeant Major

SAPPER EAGLE 326
Soldiers from A Company, 326th Brigade Engineer
Battalion, 1st Brigade Combat Team “Bastogne”,
101st Airborne Division (Air Assault) prepare to sling
load a Humvee trailer with a UH-60 Black Hawk
helicopter Nov. 4 at a landing zone on Fort Campbell.
Soldiers from A Co., 326th BEB conducted sling
load training during a field exercise with the 1-230th
Assault Helicopter Battalion, Tennessee Army National
Guard, to certify their skills as a company on sling
load procedures and operations. November 2020.
HHC, Sapper Eagles slinging Cat D5 and leveling
mountain tops. The D5 was shot up over 30 times during
the deployment. Circa 1968 – 1970. Vietnam War.
Photo by Frank Dominic Ezzo(Veteran, 326AEB)
Sapper Eagles working with Aviation assets to Air
Assault Engineer equipment into the fight. Circa
Vietnam War..

Engineer Battalion

Conducting Level 10 Weapons
Tasks IOT pass Sapper Blast
requirements. November 2021
Photo by 1SG Joel Solano// 1SG
Trowbridge signs the Sapper Blast
Registrar. November 2021 Photo
by 1LT Jordan Chittick// 326th
BEB in the early 2000’s Register.
LTC Allard recognizes
LTC (Ret ) Dar Place. LTC
(Ret) Place is a Sapper Eagle
Veteran and served as the Alpha
Company Commander for 326th
BEB in the early 2000’s.
COL Paul Kremer joined 326BEB
in a Battalion Leaders’ Social and a Professional Development Discussion. COL Kremer
currently serves as the Deputy Commander of the USACE Great Lakes and Ohio
River Division. During his stay with the Sapper Eagles he imparted on junior and senior
leadership many lessons learned from his four deployments, time spent as a Soldier and
Officer, as well as his experiences being a professional husband and father. He served
with the Sapper Eagles in the early 2000’s as the 887 Engineer Company Commander.
December 2021. Sapper Eagles conduct Sapper Blast during Division Training Density
“Operation Lethal Eagle.” November 2021. Photo left by MAJ David Beale Photos by
below by 1LT Nick McDonough.

As with the Corps of Engineers, the Engineer School traces its roots to the American
Revolution. General Headquarters Orders, Valley Force, dated 9 June 1778 read “3
Captains and 9 Lieutenants are wanted to officer the Company of Sappers. As the Corps
will be a SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING, it opens a prospect to such gentlemen as enter it...”
Shortly after the publishing of the order, the “school” moved to the river fortifications
at West Point. With the end of the war and the mustering out of the Army, the school
closed. However, the Regiment of Artillerists and Engineers was constituted a military
school and was reopened at the same location in 1794. For four years it constituted a
school of application for new engineers and artillerists. Closing in 1798, due to a fire
which destroyed many facilities, the engineers were without a school for three years.
In 1801, the War Department revived the school, and MAJ Jonathan Williams became
its superintendent. Less than a year later, Congress authorized the Corps of Engineers and
constituted it at West Point as a military academy. For the next 64 years, the Military Academy
was under the supervision of the Corps. Although the curriculum was heavily laced with
engineering subjects, the Academy commissioned officers into all branches of the service.
Following the Civil War, supervision of the Academy passed to the War Department.
When the Engineer Battalion took station at Willets Point in 1866, Engineer
leaders saw the opportunity to develop a school oriented exclusively to engineers.
From 1868 to 1885, an informal School of Application existed. Part of this effort
involved the creation of the Essayons Club. This was an informal group which
met during the winter months and presented professional engineer papers.
In 1885, the School of Application received formal recognition by the War
Department. In 1890, the name was changed to United States Engineer School.
In 1901, the School moved from Willets Point (later renamed Fort Totten) to
Washington Barracks in Washington, D.C. and was renamed the Engineer School of
Application. Ironically, this name lasted only a few years. In 1904, the name was changed
back to the Engineer School. The Engineer School remained at Washington Barracks for
the next 19 years, although it closed from time to time because of a shortage of officers, or
national emergencies. In 1909, certain courses associated with the field army moved to Fort
Leavenworth, and the Army Field Engineer School opened in 1910. That school, a part of the
Army Service Schools, closed in 1916. The First World War forced a closing of the Engineer
School as the instructors and students were needed to officer the expanding engineer
force. The school resumed its instruction in 1920, but at a different location. Washington
Barracks was transferred to the General Staff College and the Engineer School moved to
Camp A.A. Humphreys, south of Mount Vernon, in Virginia. This was a WWI camp built on
land acquired by the War Department in 1912. The original name for the tract was Belvoir.
For 68 years, Fort Belvoir was the home of the Engineer School. It produced
thousands of officers, NCOs and enlisted engineers who saw action in World War II, Korea,
and Vietnam. Thousands more passed through the Engineer School during the peacetime
years. In 1988, the Engineer School and Center moved to Fort Leonard Wood, MO. Here
the traditions of engineering schooling, begun in the snows of Valley Forge, continue.
The Engineer School’s slow road to Fort Leonard Wood began in 1975. While the
Engineer School’s curricula, organization, and doctrines were evolving, the mid-1980s
marked the coming of another major change for the Engineer School—realignment
from Fort Belvoir in Virginia to Fort Leonard Wood in Missouri. The Engineer School’s
move to Fort Leonard Wood eventually occurred in June 1988 culminating in the
consolidation of most engineering training, combat developments, and doctrine
writing efforts. The US Army Engineer School of the twenty-first century has a long
and proud history intertwined with the 245-year history of the U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers. The geopolitical environment, technological advancements, changes in
Army doctrine, and threats the nation and the U.S. Army have faced—over the last two
decades and since its inception—made the Engineer School what it is today.
Transformation and forward thinking are keystones to success for leaders and
organizations. It will be the highly technical and tactical engineer leader who will clear
the way, move into and through the breach, and appear victorious on the other side.
For centuries, the Engineer Regiment has invested heavily into its human capital and will
continue to do so at the U.S. Army Engineer School of today and the future. Essayons!
To learn more, read the Origins and History of the U.S. Army Engineer School by
the Staff of the U.S. Army Engineer School of History at http://dstats.net/track/z1a3dy.

From portions contributed by
The Origins and History of the U.S. Army Engineer School

The History of the
U.S. Army Engineer School

HISTORY

OF THE

TIE

REGIMENTAL
By CPT Kamil Hattoum

For Army Engineers, the Regimental Tie is a universally
recognized signal of their membership in the
Army Engineer Regiment.

COL (Ret) Jack O’Neill, Dr. Joseph Fontanella, MG (Ret) Beau Temple, CW5 (Ret) Jeff Popp.

There is a long history of military regiments that have
distinguished themselves, as a point of pride, through valorous
action distinctive dress. The Royal Regiment of Scotland’s kilts and
regalia are notable examples of this, as are the large fan flared silk
fabric behind the tall rimless flat top worn by the Rajputana Rifles
in India. It’s a curious affectation for organizations requiring
uniformity, in which we see a drive for unique distinction. Closer to
home, we are familiar with the maroon, tan, and green berets worn
by specialized elite units. U.S. Army Engineers are privilege to call
on a few visible distinctions to include the uniform buttons when
authorized, red socks, and maybe even suspenders. The former to
be worn only during formal celebrations, the later to be snuck
under a properly buttoned coat.
The U.S. Army Engineer Regimental Tie is exceptional. It
is not a uniform accessory but is intended to be worn with a
business suit or jacket during official informal Regimental
functions, while not in uniform.
The colors of the Regimental Tie embody significant
symbolism and history of Army Engineers. Scarlet is the ground
color which purposefully reflects the dominant color of the Army
Engineers and the Artillery who shared a common beginning as the
“Corps of Artillerists and Engineers” until their separation in 1802.
The white in the regimental tie symbolizes the old heraldic color of
the Infantry which shows the secondary and often executed
mission of the engineers, To Fight as Infantry. Hence, the broad
band of white on the scarlet ground is a symbol of ground combat
missions.
Reprint from May 2018

Gold is the color of the Engineer Castle and of
victory. Moreover, the gold expresses the achievements of
the Regiment throughout its history, as it successfully
accomplishes all of its assigned tasks. The two pairs of gold
slender lines signify the four basic functions of Army
Engineers: Combat Engineering, Topographic Engineering,
Civil Works, and Facilities Engineering. The white line
dividing the gold lines represents obstacles like rivers,
mountains, deserts, jungles, fortifications, uncharted
terrain, and enemy personnel. Additionally, these white
lines are flanked by the gold of the Engineer Castle which
signifies that all obstacles are surmounted by the
determined, intelligent application of Engineer skills,
daring, courage, and will. The separation of the pairs by a
white line symbolizes the differences of basic task
categories performed by Combat Engineers to incorporate
those which provide mobility to friendly forces and deny
mobility to the enemy.
The Regimental Tie is available to all those still
serving and those who have served. The three colors and
four pattern lines encapsulate our 243 years of service and
represent a breath of how we serve and how we support
the Army. Essayons!
CPT Kamil Hattoum is an engineer serving in operations with the
U.S. Army School Headquarters.

Then
Soldiers from 887th Engineer Support Company, Task-Force South, 20th Engineer Brigade spread and prepare Geocell on the Brigade Motorpool Project. The initial
phases of the project involve the groundwork preparation and stabilization of six acres to securely house and maintain vehicles during Brigade-sized unit exercises
at the Joint National Training Area (Photo by SPC Yoo). 62nd Engineer Battalion working on a parking lot construction project on Camp Eagle Main in Bosnia,
1997. Members of the 1437th Treadway Bridge CO, 36th EN Group, erecting a floating bridge on Route #3-D after the flooded roadbed washed out on 8 July 1952.

62ND ENGINEE
SEAHORSE

RENEGADES

ROUGH RIDERS

Now

Spring 2021 “The Grapple Man from Third Platoon/595th Sapper Company/4th EN BN practices clearing a lane for dismounted clearance
operations.” Fort Hood 1990, 62nd EN BN participating in Small Unit Exchange program with German Soldiers to familiarize the German’s with
the United States Army Engineer training program. On the left, two German Soldiers are securing concertina wire. Bridge in Bosnia 1997.

ER BATTALION
TRAILBLAZERS

RIVER RATS

TITANS

June of 2021, leaders of the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Japan Engineer
District (JED) set out to bring together engineer partners and commanders from
various installations and service components across Japan and the Pacific to discuss
engineer planning, future operational programming and construction standards.
The Japan Engineer District hosted the Bilateral Senior Engineer Conference (BSEC)
with Japan’s Ministry of Defense (MOD), U.S. Forces Japan (USFJ), Okinawa Self
Defense Force (OSD), INDOPACOM, and several other key stakeholders to discuss
the “Alliance Approach to Engineering and Facilities Construction in Japan.” The
focus was on implementation of Japanese specifications and delegation of the
Unified Facilities Criteria (UFC) exception authority, and improving US and
Government of Japan (GOJ) strategic outlook. The BSEC allowed attendees to
provide comments and experiences in improving the US-Japan Alliance
construction process and recommend policy updates to key decision makers.
For the United States Army Corps of Engineers Japan Engineer District
(JED), challenges in Japan require implementation and collaboration on initiatives
that JED refers to as the, “Alliance Style Approach.” The alliance approach was
developed to create engineering solutions to construction in Japan along with the
adoption of acceptable alternatives towards the use of Japanese materials and
acceptance of the Japanese Industrial Standards (JIS). For all stakeholders involved
in construction in Japan acceptable alternatives can reduce U.S. and Host Nation
(Japan) facilities construction costs, and enable construction programs to be
implemented more efficiently. JED’s alliance approach is focused on pushing
initiatives that reduce peak demand times and bid stacking in contracting, growth
and maintaining the consistent supply of construction work in Japan, the reduction
of risk and cost to contractors, and to reduce durations for planning and design
prior to construction. For JED, this approach hinges on the ability of bilateral
partners to work together on delivering facilities and infrastructure while
developing concepts and strategies unique to programs in Japan. The BSEC allowed
for bilateral partners to openly discuss these challenges, share experiences, present
ideas and solutions to problems in the US-Japan Alliance construction process.
During this year’s meeting over 150 leaders discussed several major topics that
included conversations on the use of acceptable alternatives and locally delegated
Authority Holding Jurisdiction (AHJ), improvements to the Host Nation construction
process, and base and installation access.
For leaders at the Bilateral Senior Engineer Conference the need for the
Alliance Approach and understanding the Japanese construction market is more
pressing now than ever because of recent events. The construction markets growth
in Japan, the growth of U.S. and Host Nation construction programs in Okinawa,
Japan, and the continued growth of the Japan Self Defense Forces (JSDF) all require
construction resources. USACE’s relationship with our Department of Defense
(D.O.D) partners and allies in Japan comes with unique challenges. Different
engineering and construction practices, facility operations, material standards,
design, funding, and market conditions differ from execution in the United States
and can vary across service branches. The Japanese construction industry has
limited construction companies that can handle the complexity and size of U.S. and
Host Nation projects, and the market has seen an increased requirement due to
growth of facilities needed for the Olympic Games in Tokyo, and growth of Tourism
across Japan.

A

By CPT Robert C. Vojtkofsky

ccording to the Japanese National Tourism
Organization Japan saw 20 million overseas
travelers in 2019, the highest record number kept.
These changes provide for a market of opportunity for construction
companies building in Japan, and that flexibility of the market comes
with additional cost increases as companies are entering more enticing
markets but have limited competition against rivals. Challenges in
Japan also include having to deal with serious labor shortages due to
an aging work population. A recent market survey conducted by JED
in Japan noted that 20% of the construction workers will reach the age
of 65 in four to five years and leave the work force. The result of this
could cause an increase in labor cost in the market who is already
expecting $996.1 Million in expected construction placement in FY21.
Overcoming challenges associated with various construction obstacles
in Japan remains a challenge for the US-Japan Alliance but with
bilateral cooperation and leaders working together JED can help shape
the future of how construction is seen and executed across design and
construction agents. Below are three primary topics that leaders at the
BESC discussed improving to help limit cost, time, and resources.
Acceptable Alternatives
What is an acceptable alternative you ask, it’s simply the use
of one material or product over another similar or like material or
product. For JED the review and approval of acceptable alternatives
provide all stakeholders with materials and products that can easily be
procured in the local market that meet the intent and specifications of
the design for a facility or project. Without the acceptance of Japanese
materials and the use of the JIS standard of construction, program and
execution challenges grow in complexity. An example of this is in
shipping and storage of American style building materials that can be
costly to ship, store, and vary in delivery times for arriving in overseas
locations. COVID-19’s recent impact on shipping costs and logistics
delays for materials is another example of the need for acceptable

alternatives. The use of Japanese materials allows the construction
agent the flexibility to choose over ready and available local materials
or the need to use directed materials that are unknown or not widely
used in Japan. Facilities maintenance is essential in Japan specifically in
extreme tropical climates such as on the island of Okinawa. Having
readily available maintenance supplies that can be purchased on the
local economy over importing U.S. specific products are another reason
acceptable alternatives are needed. The use of acceptable alternatives
can be undertaken in various installations throughout Japan, but only
through cooperation in technical areas on facilities construction, can
Japan and the US truly explore construction processes that help develop
and strength the Japan-US Alliance and cut cost for the Department of
Defense and Japan.
Improving Host Nation Construction
Host Nation Construction is construction that is funded by
the US-Japan alliance via GOJ and it goes through a foundation
agreement that is several basic steps. Planning, project criteria
development, design, and construction. While these steps are
universal to all construction projects, in order to understand the
extensive Host Nation Construction (HNC) program you must look at
the different processes across the various programs. Facilities
Improvement Program, also known as “FIP” was a Host Nation program
developed in the late 1970s to offset U.S. cost of military programs.
The Special Action Committee Okinawa (SACO), developed around
1995 was a Host Nation program intended to consolidate US resources
on the Island of Okinawa, Japan. Another HN program developed
around 2005 is the Defense Policy Review Initiative (DPRI) and the
largest of the three in funding. These programs make up Host Nation
Construction and account for 2/3rds of the construction currently
active in Japan. Over the last decade the amount of time from the
initial planning process to construction has increased from six to
twenty-four months. This inefficiency was specifically discussed during
the BSEC, and all parties agreed that the basic
criteria package for a Host Nation project
requires changes to harmonize the various
programs.
So how does JED improve a massive Host
Nation program that has decreased in
efficiency?
Master planning of U.S.
installations is foundational to the Host
Nation construction process as it drives
project planning, sequencing, and program
delivery that requires advanced guidance and
direction, and close coordination during
transitional periods. Bi-lateral planning is
critical to establish project requirements.
When project planning is poor, or area
development and facility master plans are
altered it has critical effect on extending the
time in between steps. Changes are
considered modifications, and modifying any
of the stages outside of planning considerably
extends the timeline towards beginning
construction. In addition the foundational
agreement between nations for project
design is specific towards the Unified Facilities

Criteria when building Host Nation projects. As noted above in
Acceptable Alternatives the complexity between the JIS and the UFC
make design and construction more complex. To improve bilateral
partners must be unified and involved with USFJ and JED must be the
technical review for all project criteria development in Japan. Lesson
learned from past base construction projects from similar facilities and
leveraging historical information can decrease the time needed for
planning, criteria development, design, and construction.
Installation Access
Leaders at the BESC discussed the impacts of installation
access and its effect on project schedules and delays associated with
accessing the installation, the additional cost to contractors and
resources required for entry, and administrative cost to both the
contractors and base security. Installation security forces are the first
line of defense for US facilities in Japan and access to these U.S.
military installation is a large obstacle for construction companies
working on US and Host Nation projects in Japan. The security forces
under the Provost Marshall’s Office (PMO) are an integral part in the
construction process as they can shut down a project before workers
actually reach the site due to changes in the Health (HPCON) and Force
Protection Condition (FPCON) of an installation. Installation
Commanders also play a crucial role in determining access to the
installation as they hold the authority to set restrictions on privileges
for those accessing the installation. Coordination between the
construction effort and the PMO are an ongoing challenge and require
a collaboration of parties working towards streamlining entry for
construction personnel and resources. USFJ is setting the framework
for installation access as leaders have recognized the need for a
universal access model, risk base decision model to security, and
quantitative data for installation commanders to make decisions.
USFJI-31206 is currently being prepared by USFJ to address issues
discussed at the BSEC.
How can the Alliance Approach help stream-line accessing
the installation, shorten delays for facility entry, and cut costs to
construction projects? As we begin to nest the construction effort to
bilateral strategic missions we can begin to developing policy at USFJ
that outlines installation access requirements across Japan.
Establishing universal installation access requirements in Japan would
allow a contractor at one installation a known process for accessing
another. Stream lining access can entice contractors not currently in
the market, and ultimately growing the contractor base. The growth
of the contractor base increases competition in the market and
ultimately drives bids and costs down for construction. There are
additional ways that JED has focused the alliance to drive down costs,
and provided a way to alleviate pressure on security forces. Develop
exclusion zones on installation has been an ongoing effort led by JED
that eases the burden of all stakeholders involved in the construction
effort of a project. An exclusion zone is simply a zone on the installation
that is redirect and reshaped to be off the installation.
An exclusion zone works exceptional well near the exterior
perimeter fence in which the perimeter fence of the installation can be
redirected around the current construction project. The exclusion zone
allows direct site access for a contractor without having to coordinate
access to the installation. In short the construction site is now consider
outside the installation, and is controlled by the contractor. This
reduces the amount of vehicles entering the military installation,
administrative passes for entry, vehicle inspections, ID checks, site
travel, installation traffic, and security concerns for the PMO. It also

alleviates the burden of resources the contractor has to devote to
escorting, wait times, paperwork requirements for installation entry,
scheduling and coordination concerns. The additional benefit to the
exclusion zone that JED has seen over its implementation is in shared
cost savings to the project. Projects that apply exclusion zones typically
see more bids during the contracting phase, as contractors are more
enticed to participate in the bidding process and shown lower than
expected cost bids to compete with rival construction companies.
Where exclusion zones are often challenging is the initial coordination
between stakeholders and community buy-in. This typically involves
redirected roadways, explaining to local and military communities the
increase in vehicle traffic to areas not typically burdened with a large
amount of construction vehicles, equipment, and personnel.
Identifying practices in Japan that can be adopted in the
interest of bilateral partnership are essential to providing stakeholders
with the best product, execution, delivery, and cost savings for
construction projects. The BSEC has allowed the alliance to focus on
challenges that affect the Japanese construction market, and pursue
changes to policy and initiatives to isolate risk associated with the
economic conditions of building in Japan. Current and future discussion
in the BSEC will have a dominant impact on delivery of US programs for
all stakeholders and services, and strengthen the US-Japan alliance.
CPT Robert C. Vojtkofsky is an Engineer Officer in the Japan USACE District
stationed with the Okinawa Area Office and is serving as a Project
Engineer/Project Manager. CPT Vojtkofsky recently completed his Project
Management Professional certification, and his recent projects include the F35 Aircraft Maintenance Complex, and F-35 Modernization Apron on Kadena
Air Base, Okinawa. CPT Vojtkofsky is married with 3 children and is a graduate
of Baldwin Wallace University and Webster University.

The crew of the 210th Rescue Squadron land an HH-60G Pave Hawk at Gwenn Lake on 19 January 2022 in support of the Cold
Regions Research and Engineering Laboratory (CRREL) and 6th Brigade Engineer Battalion performed testing of frozen bodies of
freshwater as helicopter landing zones. CRREL and the Oak Battalion are researching the characteristics of ice and the underlying
water when subjected to the weight and rotor wash of a rotary wing aircraft.

SPC Michael Perez installs pressure sensors in a bore hole. SFC Wesley Fontenot inspects an improvised Helicopter Landing Zone to ensure all
equipment is secured and dimensions are adequate before an HH-60 Pave Hawk conducts a landing. SPC Michael Perez measures the
thickness of the ice on Gwenn Lake before installing pressure sensors in a bore hole.

CRREL engineer observes a man-made fracture as SPC Brady Tangy moves a 924G Loader onto Gwenn Lake. The research
team created a man-made fracture in the ice to test the behavior of the ice and underlying water when fractures are present.
Paratroopers from Breacher Company clear an area on the shore of Gwenn Lake to erect an AHKIO tent for a warming
shelter.

Project Leadership at the Knot

I

n 333 BC Alexander the Great arrived at
Gordium, the capital of Phygia. A chariot,
owned by the founder of the city, was shown to
the great leader. The chariot was lashed to a pole by its
yoke with an incomprehensible knot, with no ends
showing. It was said that “he who untied the knot would
rule all of Asia,” As tradition tells it, Alexander drew his
sword and sliced the knot in half, thus “untying it by any
means.” A Gordian knot refers to a problem that can only
be solved by bold action.
Imagine with me that your project timeline as a
long rope stretched between two trees. The trees it is tied
between represent the defined beginning and end of the
project. If the Project Engineer or any observer were to run
their hand along the rope, it will be mostly smooth with the
occasional knot or issue, along the project path. It is here at
these points that leaders must engage, manage, and
monitor the means used to deal with each knot along the
way.
The author recognizes that all
knots do not need to be untied, Gordian
knot included, unless you want a free cart
or to conquer Asia. Nevertheless, we will
take a look at two “knotty” problems, and
the solutions found, from construction
projects within the Japan District, United
States Army Corps of Engineers Resident
Office at Yokota Air Base. In the first
scenario, we recognize that some knots or
project issues need to be cut out and the
rope spliced to ensure project success. For
our second scenario, we will look at a
situation in which the knot must be slowly
undone with deliberate care taken to avoid
making things worse.
Sometimes knots need to be
excised for the betterment of a project,
as was discovered prior to the
construction of the United States Air
Force Special Operations Command V-22
Osprey campus on the west side of
Yokota Air Base. A hanger, storage,
administration, and a flight simulator
structure all needed to be constructed in
a relatively short time. With all these
projects and contractors on site, access
control and security was recognized as a
burden to all involved. Concrete trucks
alone would account for an estimated 4,500 trucks over the
course of the project clogging up base roads and access
points. Additionally
In this situation, it was time to remove a knot. In
order to reduce project risk to the contractor, deconflict
issues with on base access control, and not impede normal
traffic flow on base, a contractor owned exclusion zone of
66 acres was created on Yokota Air Base. This allowed the
contractor uninhibited access and to easily deconflict their

actions with other organizations on base. Creating the
exclusion zone was a tremendous effort from those
involved, but the solution removed almost all access control
issues, resulted in lower contract cost, and removed a
tremendous amount of coordination requirements. While
this was not an easy path bureaucratically, it made more
sense for the long term success of the project and
prevented the construction from hindering base activity.
Next, let’s take a look at the knots where the only
way through them is careful deconstruction and untying.
These problems often require careful study, analysis, and
comprehension before a proper solution can be
determined. During housing construction on the West side
of Yokota Air Base, a previously unknown high voltage line
was discovered beneath the future location of a housing
unit’s storage structure. Descope the storage for those units
and soldier on? A more thorough investigation and
knowledge of stakeholders would reveal that one of the
primary concerns for the housing
remodel was bringing these
housing units up to the housing
design guide for square footage
of storage. If you haven’t lived in
Japan, storage of any kind, and
living space come at a premium.
A solution not easy to
come by. Funding could not be
spend
on
non-permanent
structures
and
permanent
structures not attached to the
main building would require a
new building number altogether.
Eventually
an
appropriate
solution was found by attaching
the storage unit to the end of
the building, while avoiding a
multitude of other known
utilities. Asking questions,
understanding
the
“oral
history” of the project, and
putting yourself in the
customer’s shoes are a few
techniques that I have found
useful in dealing with difficult
knots when they come along.
Leaders on projects
or organizations must use
prudent judgment, situational
awareness and interpersonal tact to discern which solution
applies to the “knot” at hand. Some solutions may prove
impossible to get buy in for, while others are easily adopted
with the right framing, personality, and solution set.
Leaders must analyze and attempt the solution with the
highest probability of success, continually assessing its
performance. Just as critical is sensing when one solution
avenue is not working, quickly stopping that effort, and
switching to another with more promise of success.

CPT William Mengon is an Engineer Officer in the Japan USACE District stationed at the Yokota Air Base Resident Office serving as a
Project Engineer. He received his Bachelor of Science in Mechanical Engineering from West Point, Class of ’13, and Master’s degree in
Engineering Management from MS&T. Current projects include Yokota Air Base housing renovations and an Osprey hangar. Past projects
include the JFP Auxiliary Spillway Project in Folsom, CA, Isabella Dam Safety Modification Project in Lake Isabella, CA, and the Mosul Dam
Project in Iraq.
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The Murrah Building

The Tulsa District in 1995 begins working under the
Federal Emergency Management Agency, after the
bombing of the Murrah Federal Building in Oklahoma
City. Tulsa District engineers provide guidance and
expertise in public works and engineering and the
District’s structural engineers assist with the safe
recovery and access to the remaining structure..

ulsa

District in History

Visiting Dignitaries

Lake Texoma Inspection of Denison Dam following
Rayburn Appreciation Day 25 AUG 1943. Lake Texoma
Visiting dignitaries Denison Dam 01 FEB 1944.

President Johnson

In 1964 President Lyndon B. Johnson dedicated Eufaula
Dam in southeastern Oklahoma. On Johnson’s left is
Colonel John W. Morris, former Tulsa District commander
access to the remaining structure.

President Nixon

June 5, 1971 President Richard Nixon officially dedicated
the McClellan-Kerr Arkansas River Navigation System
at the Port of Catoosa. The MKARNS was named after
Senators John L. McClellan and Robert S. Kerr, who were
instrumental in pushing legislation through leading to the
creation of the navigation system. The Port of Catoosa
lies at the head of the 445 mile long navigation channel,
which includes the Verdigris, AK and White Rivers and
leads to the Mississippi River.

Cleanup of the Elizabeth Mine
Superfund Site, Strafford Vermont
By Stephen Dunbar, P.E., PMP

The de-mobilization of the project trailer on Dec. 8,
2021, marked the completion of 20 years of cleanup at the
Elizabeth Mine Superfund Site, Strafford, VT. “The Elizabeth
Mine is one of the largest and most intact historic mining
sites in New England. It was operated for more than 100
years producing over 3.25 million tons of ore and 50,000
tons of copper,” said U.S. Army Corps of Engineers New
England District (CENAE) Project Manager Stephen Dunbar.
Mine tailings, waste rock, and smelter waste remained
after the mine was closed in 1957. These wastes discharged
acid rock drainage (ARD) and dissolved metals, resulting
in dissolved copper concentrations as high as 6,000 parts
per billion (ppb) and pH readings as low as 2 standard
units (SU) in the Copperas Brook, subsequently placing 5
miles of the West Branch of the Ompompanoosuc River on
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) Impaired Waters List.
In 2003, EPA Region 1 retained CENAE to manage the cleanup
of the site. From 2003-2006, the Project Delivery Team (PDT)
focused on stabilizing the Tailing Dam that was determined
to be at risk of failing and releasing a tailing flow that could
significantly damage downstream property and surface waters.
The PDT constructed surface and groundwater diversion
structures, constructed a buttress and toe drain system along
the toe of the Tailing Dam, and began capturing and treating
the contaminated discharge. From 2007-2010, the PDT
constructed a treatment plant for ARD and iron-impacted water.
The treatment plant utilized an innovative lime amendment
Rotating Cylinder Treatment System to oxidize and precipitate
metals. The PDT also relocated approximately 233,000 cubic
yards of waste rock from the steep edge of the North Open
Cut down to the Tailing Dam area and began demolition
of buildings deemed unsafe in their current condition.
All demolition was coordinated with historic preservation
specialists and all structure locations were preserved via
placement of large, rounded stone to provide contrast against
the existing landscape. During the 2011 and 2012 construction
seasons, the PDT conducted additional building demolition/
abatement, consolidated 435,000 cubic yards of tailings, regraded the 45-acre tailing pile, constructed an engineered cap
over the tailings, constructed more than 2-miles of surface

drainage channels, and treated over 10 million gallons of ARD
and iron-impacted water. The 45-acre cap is now home for
Vermont’s largest solar array. The array provides 5 megawatts
of power annually, enough energy to supply 1,500 homes.
During the 2018 and 2019 construction seasons, the PDT
constructed a Passive Treatment System (PTS) to replace the
water treatment plant.
The PTS, which consists of an
anoxic limestone drain, settling pond, vertical flow pond,
and polishing wetlands, eliminates the $250,000 needed
annually to maintain the water treatment plant. Next step for
the PDT was the transformation of the South Open Cut and
South Mine contamination source areas. This transformation
included pumping and treatment of 4.3 million gallons
of water from the pit lakes, blasting of unsafe rock slopes,
excavation and consolidation of 37,000 cubic yards (CY) of
waste material, excavation and re-use of 46,500 CY of onsite materials, and 1,900 truckloads of imported materials.
Finally, during the 2021 construction season, the PDT closed
the 1898 Adit by remotely installing a 10-foot by 10-foot
by 60-foot-long concrete plug 60 feet below the ground
surface, eliminating the risk of an uncontrolled release of
over a 1 million gallons of mine-impacted water from the
inner workings of the mine. More than 2,500 native plants
and wetland seed mixtures were installed during wetland
restoration activities through 2019. In total the PDT created
15.4 acres of wetlands, a net increase of 6.9 acres. All
work performed on the more than 250-acre Superfund site
since 2011 was performed under a formally adopted and
implemented, “Green Remediation Strategy,” that earned
the Chief of Engineers’ Green Dream Team Award in 2014.
Work performed at Elizabeth Mine has yielded positive
results. The Tailing Dam is stable, leachate flow from the
Tailing Dam has been reduced by 80% to just 11 gallons per
minute, copper concentration just below the South Open
Cut has dropped from 186 to 13 parts per billion (ppb), and
copper concentration just below South Mine has dropped
from 845 to 15 ppb. In Copperas Brook, copper concentration
has been reduced by 99%, iron load by 95%, and pH increased
by 4 SU, resulting in the West Branch of the Ompompanoosuc
River being removed from the EPA Impaired Waters List.
“The success of this project is largely due to the
strong partnership between all stakeholders, including the
Environmental Protection Agency, Vermont Department
of Environmental Conservation, representatives from the
towns of Strafford and Thetford, local residents, the U.S.
Army Corps of Engineers, New England District and our
contractor since 2011, Nobis Engineering,” said Dunbar. “It
is bittersweet to finally hand over to the state of Vermont
a project that not only addresses the contamination threat
to the environment but also a renewed home for the
wide range of wildlife, a new source of power to the local
community, and a preservation of history for all to see.”

Mr. Stephen W. Dunbar, P.E., PMP is a Project Manager for USACE, New
England District. He can be reached at stephen.w.dunbar@usace.army.mil.
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a brief history of the Engineer Regiment’s awards for exemplary service
Mrs.O’HARA,
Beth O’Haraeditor, Army Engineer
by By
BETH
Former Army Engineer Magazine
Editor, 2011-2018

AS I WRITE THIS ESSAY ABOUT
OUR ENGINEER REGIMENT’S
AWARDS, I am struck that the word
“essay” is from the Middle French and
means “to try.” I have written several
drafts, made several attempts, several
tries, to convey the information and
insight I have gathered. I find it only
fitting that the French — their people
and their language — have become a
part of our Regiment’s own.
The de Fleury Medal, the
Regiment’s highest accolade, and
the Essayons Award, presented to
spouses, share that French heritage.
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The de Fleury medal traces its origins
to the American Revolutionary
War and is a replica of the award
presented to French engineer Francois
Louis de Fleury.
In 1779, LTC de Fleury, a volunteer
in service to the American Army,
demonstrated extraordinary heroism
at the Battle of Stony Point, NY, a
major defeat for the British Army and
a turning point in the war. In June, two
small American forts on the Hudson
River at Stony Point and Verplanck’s

Point
were easily
captured by
the British, who
then began constructing
a defensive perimeter around the
conquered ground.
On 15 July, a light infantryman
unit, of which de Fleury was a part,
executed a surprise attack to regain
the fort. During the fierce fighting,
de Fleury was thrust into a leadership
role because of an injury to his
commander. The Frenchman led the
unit up the rocky slope, rushed to the
flag pole, and cut the British colors
from its staff. (The Dale Gallon print
“The Fort’s Our Own” depicts this
scene and was commissioned by AEA
in 1998.)
Later that year, de Fleury was
praised for his valor, and the
Continental Congress awarded
a medal struck in his honor. It is
understood that this medal was the
first Congressional Medal struck, if not
the first one authorized.
THE de FLEURY MEDAL

MG Daniel R. Schroeder, Fort Leonard

de FLEURY
MEDAL. On the
obverse is the
Latin inscription
meaning “A
MEMORIAL
AND REWARD
FOR COURAGE
AND DARING.”
The image is of a
helmeted soldier
(perhaps Ares or Mars,
Greek and Roman gods
of war, respectively) standing
amid the ruins of a fort, holding in
his right hand an unsheathed sword, and in
his left the staff of the enemy’s flag, which
he tramples underfoot. On the reverse,
again in Latin, reads “FORTIFICATIONS,
MARSHES, ENEMIES OVERCOME.” The
fort at Stony Point is visible, complete with
cannons and a large standard. Beneath
the fort is the legend: “STONY POINT
CARRIED BY STORM, JULY 15, 1779.”

Wood commanding general and
U.S. Army Engineer School (USAES)
commandant in the late 1980s,
understood the need for a regimental
award that would symbolize the
inextricable link between the
beginnings of the nation, the Army,
and the Corps of Engineers; the award
was established to honor those who
have provided significant contributions
to Army engineering.
The Regiment adopted de Fleury’s
medal as this award because of the
values it represents: courage, daring,
determination, selfless service.

ESSAYONS AWARD. A blue star representing loyalty,
sincerity, and justice sits upon a white field of hope, purity,
and truth, signifiying the soldier’s service to country. The red
border represents valor and hardiness. The three links that connect
the castle to the service bar portray the unbreakable bond between
the spouse, the soldier, and the Regiment. The medieval castle
represents the strong home foundation maintained by
engineer spouses. The diamond signifies the foundation of
support and multi-faceted and steadfast love for the soldier.
“ESSAYONS” is inscribed on the reverse, thus keeping the
Engineer motto close to the recipient’s heart.

Reprint from May 2017

The de Fleury Medal and the Essayons
Award share a French heritage and
recognize and celebrate the “Let US
try!” spirit alive and well within the
hearts of soldiers and spouses of the
Engineer Regiment.
The Fort Leonard Wood AEA office
processes all regimental awards.
Please visit www.armyengineer.com/
for nomination criteria and forms.
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As we all know, our Engineer motto is
the French “Essayons” or “Let US try!”
It is a fitting tribute to the spouses
who have made significant and
voluntary contributions to the morale,
welfare, and spirit of engineer units
and organizations. “Let us try” does
not mean, “Let’s give this a try and see
what happens.” Indeed, it’s a battle
cry, an acceptance of a challenge.
It means, to this former Engineer
spouse, anyway, “Give me the tough

LET US TRY

u

ESSAYONS AWARD

job, the one no one else wants to do.
I will do it, come what may, regardless
of obstacle or naysayer.”
The award was established in 2006
to recognize the Engineer spouse
for significant achievements, for
selfless service and determination to
strengthen the regiment. As noted in
the April-June 2006 issue of Engineer,
the nominee’s spouse should be
an active duty, Reserve, or National
Guard engineer soldier or Department
of Defense civilian and also an AEA
member. The nominee should be one
who voluntarily provides significant
support to the unit’s engineer families
and soldiers and one who stands
apart from the rest in that selfless
service. Spouses of retired service
members or civilians also are eligible
for nomination.

ARMY ENGINEER

made annually, one to
an individual “outside
the Regiment” and of
national prominence
and one to an
individual “inside
the Regiment.” Each
awardee exemplifies daring, courage,
and commitment to a strong national
defense.
The gold medal presentation is
the highlight of the annual Engineer
Regimental Dinner held at Fort
Leonard Wood each spring.
Notable gold de Fleury recipients
include LTG (Ret) Daniel Schroeder,
the force behind the award itself;
COL (Ret) John Morgan, former
Army Engineer editor; CSM (Ret)
Julius Nutter, AEA’s Director,
Regimental Operations; and COL
(Ret) Jack O’Neill, former AEA
Executive Director. This year’s gold
medal recipient is CSM (Ret) Robert
Winzenried.
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Presentation of the
de Fleury Medal began
in 1989 as the Engineer
School moved from
Fort Belvoir, VA, to Fort
Leonard Wood, MO.
Currently, AEA
presents four levels of the medal:
Steel, Bronze, Silver, and Gold. Military
and civilian personnel from the active
Army, Army Reserve, USACE, and
National Guard are eligible to receive
the award.
The Steel de Fleury medal was
established by BG Bryan Watson,
USAES commandant from 2009–11.
He wanted an award for junior
soldiers; only 1LT–CPT, SGT–SSG,
WO1–CW2, GS-4 to GS-11, WG-4 to
WG-15, and SPC serving on their first
reenlistment are eligible. Battalion
commanders serve as approval
authorities, and each battalion, district,
or brigade/division headquarters
can award only five medals in a fiscal
year. This restriction keeps the award
selective. The nominee cannot have
been awarded any other level of the
de Fleury medal.
The Bronze designation of the
award requires the nominee have
at least 10 years of significant
contributions to the Engineer
Regiment; the silver medal requires
20+ years of exemplary service.
At the inception of the award
program, only one gold medal
recipient was approved each year;
beginning in 2011, two awards are
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By Ms. Ashley Bradford
As climate change and near-peer adversary innovations demand
the Army diversify energy sources, the Army Reserve is focused on increasing
energy efficiency and resilience. Recently, a multi-phase infrastructure
acquisition plan launched to pilot an electric vehicle (EV) program and
transition non-tactical vehicles (NTV) to an all Battery Electric Vehicles (BEV)
and Plug-In Hybrid Electric Vehicles (PHEV) fleet. This will enable the Army
Reserve to meet Executive Order 14057 (Catalyzing Clean Energy Industries
and Jobs Through Federal Sustainability) to have 100% zero emission vehicles
by the end of FY27.
“The Army Reserve EV pilot program will install 27 Level 2 EV
charging stations with multiple charging ports/adapters at three Army
Reserve facilities located in Washington and California,” explained Ms. Laura
Pirtle, Services Branch chief, Sustainment and Resiliency Division, Army
Reserve Installation Management Directorate. “Nearly 60 additional BEVs
and/or PEHVs will be added to these sites and will be acquired through the
General Service Administration’s Customer Acquisitions Module process. By
utilizing a phased acquisition rollout and the lessons learned in the pilot
program, the Army Reserve will be able to maximize collaboration with
personnel across the enterprise, adjust the course as needed, and leverage a
wider aperture of expertise.”
The Phase 1 Army Reserve EV pilot program will conclude in FY23.
Phase 2 will add 96 vehicles to 9 facilities, Phase 3 will more widely rollout
934 vehicles to 101 facilities, and Phase 4 will add 962 vehicles at the
remaining 650 facilities. The future all-electric Army Reserve NTV fleet will
include over 2,000 vehicles at 763 total facilities.
The transition to EVs is one of many projects supporting the Army
Reserve’s focus on increasing energy resilience. In FY21, the Army Reserve
increased renewable energy production by 36% compared to FY20 and broke
ground on two multi-million-dollar microgrid projects in California.
Additionally, the 9th Mission Support Command put into operation its first
fully-functioning energy microgrid at Pele U.S. Army Reserve Center located
on Tutuila Island, American Samoa.
“While technological complexities make transitioning to tactical
EVs on the battlefield many years away, we can leverage commercial success
now to reduce NTV fuel consumption and emissions,” added Ms. Pirtle.
“While access to power grids on the battlefield are not an option, we can
easily equip our installations and sites with charging stations for government
vehicles. And while these charging stations will not be for use by privatelyowned vehicles, we are hopeful to see Level 3 charging stations installed at
federal facilities for privately-owned vehicles in the future.” Ms. Pirtle, along
with the U.S. Army Reserve Command NTV Team, will continue to lean
forward and convert the Army Reserve fleet into the future.
Ms. Ashley Bradford provides contract support as the Strategic Readiness Team’s
Strategic Communicator for the Sustainment and Resiliency Division, Army Reserve
Installation Management Directorate at the Office of the Chief, Army Reserve.
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Candidates conducting the Rappel Master Preinspection (RPMI).
SSG Brandon Strain RMPIs 1LT Cedric Parker.

